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Traditional valuation approaches are increasingly
recognised as being insufficient to address the
wicked valuation problems of the diverse peoples
and groups that inhabit the globe from north, south,
east to west. This book demonstrates the limitations
of science and, in particular economics, as the
foundation on which valuations are traditionally
based. It demonstrates the importance of and
provides justification for the personal, cultural values
and norms which underpin our assessment of
"value", and the fact that these vary across the
world. In Wicked Valuations Michael McDermott
develops a means of engaging with highly complex
valuation problems. His autoethnography provides a
lens to draw on knowledge and experience from his
40 years in land valuation in Africa and the AsiaPacific, while documentary analysis is used to draw
in the views of other valuation practitioners and
scholars who are becoming increasingly aware of
the need to develop ways to adapt land valuation
processes to the complexity of our contemporary
landscapes.
Drawing on the lessons from one of the world’s
leading research and development efforts involving
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teaching assistants (TAs), this book is the authors’
most authoritative text yet on how to design a whole
school plan to improve TAs’ deployment, practice
and preparedness, and put it into action. The authors
use robust theories and original research to explore
an innovative and integrated approach to making the
most of TAs, and recognising the valuable
contributions they make to the classroom and the
school. Structured around a unique and empirically
sound conceptual framework, this book provides
essential principles, practical tools and workable
strategies, developed through collaboration with
hundreds of UK schools. It focuses on ensuring TAs
can thrive in their role, and presents the tools and
techniques needed to do so accessibly, and is
illustrated with case studies on school and
classroom practices. Essential reading for all primary
school leaders and SENCOs responsible for training
and managing TAs, this book is also a useful
resource for teachers and teaching assistants
looking to optimise the TAs’ contributions. Used in
combination with The Teaching Assistant’s Guide to
Effective Interaction, Maximising the Impact of
Teaching Assistants in Primary Schools is a
comprehensive and unrivalled guide to supporting
school workforce improvement.
The Wiley Handbook of Learning Technology is an
authoritative and up-to-date survey of the fastgrowing field of learning technology, from its
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foundational theories and practices to its challenges,
trends, and future developments. Offers an
examination of learning technology that is equal
parts theoretical and practical, covering both the
technology of learning and the use of technology in
learning Individual chapters tackle timely and
controversial subjects, such as gaming and
simulation, security, lifelong learning, distance
education, learning across educational settings, and
the research agenda Designed to serve as a point of
entry for learning technology novices, a
comprehensive reference for scholars and
researchers, and a practical guide for education and
training practitioners Includes 29 original and
comprehensively referenced essays written by
leading experts in instructional and educational
technology from around the world
This book examines new trends and developments
in research related to the mathematical education of
pre-service elementary teachers, and explores the
implications of these research advances for theory
and practice in teacher education. The book is
organized around the following four overarching
themes: pre-service teachers’ mathematics content
and mathematics-specific pedagogical preparation;
professional growth through activities and
assessment tools used in mathematics teacher
preparation programs; pre-service mathematics
teachers’ knowledge and beliefs; and perspectives
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on noticing in the preparation of elementary
mathematics teachers. Including contributions from
researchers working in 11 different countries, the
book offers a forum for discussing and debating the
state of the art regarding the mathematical
preparation of pre-service elementary teachers. By
presenting and discussing the findings of research
conducted in different countries, the book offers also
opportunities to readers to learn about varying
teacher education practices around the world, such
as: innovative practices in advancing or assessing
teachers’ knowledge and beliefs, similarities and
differences in the formal mathematics education of
teachers, types of and routes in teacher education,
and factors that can influence similarities or
differences.
Smart Technologies and Innovation for a
Sustainable Future
Literacy Essentials
Think Tank Library: Brain-Based Learning Plans for
New Standards, Grades 6–12
Teaching Mathematics through Story
International Colloquium of Art and Design
Education Research (i-CADER 2014)
How Common Core Fights Parents for Control of
American Kids
Imagine Math 7
Education Is Upside Down cuts through
adjustments being made at technical
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levels of educational practice and
accountability, challenging ideals and
philosophies that have powered American
Education for most of the last century.
This book explains how and why longstanding approaches generate flawed
instructional practices, flawed
systemic reform efforts, and a
fundamental misalignment between the
educational institution and the society
it is missioned to serve. Education Is
Upside Down urges readers wishing to
improve American Education to more
carefully consider the institution’s
central mission, challenge longaccepted truths of practice, and
question current reform efforts and
actions. In full, Education Is Upside
Down resists the practitionervs.-reformer blame game, seeking
ultimately to carefully untangle—not
tighten by yanking on any single
strand—the long-complicated knot of
American Education.
The book presents high-quality research
papers presented at the 1st AUE
International research conference,
AUEIRC 2017, organized by the American
University in the Emirates, held on
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November 15th-16th, 2017 in Dubai. The
book is broadly divided into three
sections: Media and Smart Cities,
Creative Technologies and Innovation,
and Security Risks and Strategic
Challenges. The areas covered under
these sections are cyber-psychology and
digital forensics, cloud RAN
architecture, networking functions
virtualization, e-Governance and IoT
semantic interoperability, ERP
security, web-based application and
problem-solving skills, smart
technologies and advertising, smart
technologies for smart cities, smart
adaptable navigation systems, turbo
codes for security key generation,
technology advanced student learning
and mobile devices, big data security
and privacy, multi-channel buffer
enabled technique, physiological signal
acquisition in electro-oculography,
blockchain and donation-based
crowdfunding, smart city and framework
development approach, news channel and
media education, UAE foreign policy,
China-GCC relations, diplomacy in the
Internet age, intelligent cybersecurity strategies, industry
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securities and strategic challenges,
hybrid alliances and corporate
security, security and privacy in smart
cities, human computer interaction and
e-learning solution, complexity of
smart cities governance. The papers
included in this book present
insightful information on the most
recent and relevant research, theories
and practices in the field, which aim
for a sustainable future.
The new edition of Raymond Stone’s
Human Resource Management is an AHRI
endorsed title that has evolved into a
modern, relevant and practical resource
for first-year HRM students. This
concise 14-chapter textbook gives your
students the best chance of
transitioning successfully into their
future profession by giving them
relatable professional insights and
encouragement to exercise their skills
in authentic workplace scenarios.
Complementary to your courses, with
well written conceptual content,
Stone’s 10th Edition will save you
research and assessment prep time with
a host of case studies that cement
learnings and get students thinking
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critically.
The 2nd edition of Peter Westwood's
best-selling Numeracy and Learning
Difficulties addresses recent
initiatives around the teaching of
numeracy, the increased focus on
numeracy standards, and international
research around numeracy teaching,
learning and pedagogy. Drawing on
research from the fields of
developmental and cognitive psychology,
Peter Westwood presents a case for highquality 'first teaching' to prevent
students failing in the initial
acquisition of numeracy skills.
Numeracy and Learning Difficulties
provides guidance on how to develop
flexible teaching methods and
strategies to improve mathematical
skills of students. It discusses common
areas of learning difficulty in
mathematics and looks at ways teachers
can determine gaps in students'
knowledge, as well as how to develop
curricula and problem-solving
strategies to address these gaps. In
the Learning Difficulties series, Peter
Westwood evaluates, summarises and
presents research, strategies and bestPage 8/41
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practice methodologies for working with
students that have learning
difficulties in particular subject
areas. Rigorous yet accessible, the
titles in this series provide teachers
with the knowledge, data and direction
they need to develop their skills and
meet student needs.
Education Is Upside-Down
Mathematics, Administrative and
Economic Activities in Ancient Worlds
Proceedings of the 1st American
University in the Emirates
International Research Conference —
Dubai, UAE 2017
Writers, Bloggers, Activists, and
Floggers
Indicators for Monitoring Undergraduate
STEM Education
Introduction to Sociology
Research Advances in the Mathematical
Education of Pre-service Elementary
Teachers
Transform your library into a "think tank"
by helping teachers create an active
learning environment in which students
question, investigate, synthesize,
conclude, and present information based on
Common Core standards. • Provides diverse,
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brain-friendly, and field-tested lesson
plans that feature thinking targets,
texts, and standards and enhance students'
deep thinking skills • Presents a schoollibrary focus driven by inquiry process
and information literacy skills • Features
graphical illustrations and practical
schemas that explain, illustrate, and
model how brain-based learning works •
Includes an extensive, research-based
bibliography
This work addresses the topic of
philosophical complexity, which shares
certain assumptions with scientific
complexity, cybernetics, and General
Systems Theory, but which is also
developing as a subject field in its own
right. Specifically, the post-structural
reading of philosophical complexity that
was pioneered by Paul Cilliers is further
developed in this study. To this end, the
ideas of a number of contemporary French
post-structural theorists and their
predecessors - including Derrida, Nancy,
Bataille, Levinas, Foucault, Saussure,
Nietzsche, Heidegger, and Hegel - are
introduced. The implications that their
various insights hold for our
understanding of complex human systems are
teased out at the hand of the themes of
economy, (social) ontology, subjectivity,
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epistemology, and ethics. The analyses are
also illuminated at the hand of the
problematic of the foreigner and the
related challenges of showing hospitality
to foreigners. The study presents a
sophisticated account of both
philosophical complexity and philosophies
of difference. By relating these subject
fields, the study also extends our
understanding of philosophical complexity,
and offers an original characterisation of
the aforementioned philosophers as complex
thinkers.
The digital age has made it easy for
anyone, even those with limited technology
proficiency, to create some form of media.
With so many different types of media and
the sheer volume of information coming
from a wide array of sources, media
literacy has become an essential skill
that can be very difficult to learn and
teach. The Handbook of Research on Media
Literacy Research and Applications Across
Disciplines aims to present crossdisciplinary examinations of media
literacy, specifically investigating its
challenges and solutions and its
implications for P-20 education. An
assemblage of innovative findings centered
on national and international
perspectives, with topics including
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critical thinking and decision-making
processes, smart consumerism, recognizing
point-of-view, media influence,
responsible media creation, cyber threats,
media literacy instruction, among others,
this book is ideally designed for
educators, researchers, activists,
instructional designers, media
specialists, and professionals.
This book encourages teacher educators to
promote flexible and sustainable practice
in their students, enabling them to
flourish within an ever-changing
educational environment. Research from the
UK and US strongly indicates that a
coherent theory-practice approach to
teacher preparation is key. The book
outlines what such a framework can look
like, a rationale for it, and how it can
work in practice for groups and
individuals. It explores the notions of
the reflexive teacher, creativity as a
basis for practice, and criticality as a
necessary underpinning for educators. The
discussion draws on the research and
experiences of teacher educators, student
teachers and in-service teachers, from
NQTs to Lead Practitioners and senior
management. It proposes the foundational
understanding for beginning teachers to
join a community of practice based on
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scholarship, professionalism and ethical
practice. This book is part of the
successful Critical Guides for Teacher
Educators series edited by Ian Menter.
Human Resource Management, 10th Edition
Insights and Implications
E-book: Contemporary Management
Talent Development in European Higher
Education
Canadian Journal of Forest Research
Ethics in the University
Journal Canadien de la Recherche
Forestière
Imagine mathematics, imagine with the help of mathematics,
imagine new worlds, new geometries, new forms. Imagine
building mathematical models that make it possible to manage
our world better, imagine solving great problems, imagine new
problems never before thought of, imagine combining music,
art, poetry, literature, architecture, theatre and cinema with
mathematics. Imagine the unpredictable and sometimes
counterintuitive applications of mathematics in all areas of
human endeavour. This seventh volume starts with a homage
to the Italian artist Mimmo Paladino who created exclusively
for the Venice Conference 2019 ten original and unique works
of art paper dedicated to the themes of the meeting. A large
section is dedicated to the most recent Fields Medals including
a Homage to Maryam Mirzakhani including a presentation of
the exhibition on soap bubbles in art and science that took
place in 2019. A section is dedicated to cinema and theatre
including the performances by Claire Bardainne & Adrien
Mondot. A part of the conference focused on the community
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of mathematicians, their role in literature and even in politics
with the extraordinary example of Antanas Mockus Major of
Bogotá. Mathematics in the constructions of bridges, in
particular in Italy in the Sixties was presented by Tullia Iori. A
very particular contribution on Origami by a mathematician,
Marco Abate and an artist, Alessandro Beber. And many other
topics. As usual the topics are treated in a way that is rigorous
but captivating, detailed and full of evocations. This is an allembracing look at the world of mathematics and culture. The
world, life, culture, everything has changed in a few weeks
with the Coronavirus. Culture, science are the main ways to
safeguard people's physical and social life. Trust in humanity's
creativity and ability. The motto today in Italy is Everything
will be fine. This work is addressed to all those who have an
interest in Mathematics.
This book focuses on the ancient Near East, early imperial
China, South-East Asia, and medieval Europe, shedding light
on mathematical knowledge and practices documented by
sources relating to the administrative and economic activities
of officials, merchants and other actors. It compares these to
mathematical texts produced in related school contexts or
reflecting the pursuit of mathematics for its own sake to reveal
the diversity of mathematical practices in each of these
geographical areas of the ancient world. Based on case studies
from various periods and political, economic and social
contexts, it explores how, in each part of the world discussed,
it is possible to identify and describe the different cultures of
quantification and computation as well as their points of
contact. The thirteen chapters draw on a wide variety of texts
from ancient Near East, China, South-East Asia and medieval
Europe, which are analyzed by researchers from various fields,
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including mathematics, history, philology, archaeology and
economics. The book will appeal to historians of science,
economists and institutional historians of the ancient and
medieval world, and also to Assyriologists, Indologists,
Sinologists and experts on medieval Europe.
This book focuses on Art and Design Education Research.
Gathering 72 papers illustrated with diagrams and tables, they
provide state-of-the-art information on infrastructure and
sustainable issues in Art and Design, focusing on Design
Industrial Applications, Visual Communication and New
Media, Art Education Research, Cultural Studies, and the
Social Implications of Art. They also offer detailed
information on innovative research trends in Design
Technology and Multimedia Design, as well as a compilation
of interdisciplinary findings combining the Humanities and
Quality of Life in Art and Design.
It is the continuous reports of unethical behavior in the form of
data manipulation, cheating, plagiarism, and other forms of
unacceptable behavior that draw attention to the issues of
misconduct. The causes of misconduct are manifold whether it
is the need to advance in a chosen discipline or to compete
successfully for and obtain research funding. Disappointingly,
individuals who are oriented to any form of dishonesty are
individuals who had previously displayed little or no
consideration for the feelings of others and are therefore more
interested in themselves, at the expense of the students, and
others recognizing them by any means necessary. This groundbreaking and honest examination of ethics in the university
setting is unabashed in its descriptions of misconduct in the
academic world. The text is well furbished with numerous
citations that point to academic misconduct and the final
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chapter deals with the means by which misconduct can be
mitigated, a strong reminder to everyone in the academic
community that above board conduct must be part of our
overall message of learning and part of the whole point of
education in the first place. A must-have for academics and
non-academics alike, this text is the second in a series of books
on ethics by James G. Speight, and it is useful to anyone, in
any industry, who is interested in ethical behavior and how to
navigate the sometimes murky depths of our professional
lives.
Overview Produced by the International Network for Didactic
Research in University Mathematics
The Disorder of Mathematics Education
The Book Thief
How Countries Rank and Why It Matters
An International Perspective
People and Landed Property
Super Dimensions in Globalisation and Education

Research within a socio-political paradigm or
“turn” has been gradually recognized and
institutionalized as an important part of
mathematics education. This book focuses on
the neglected problems, tensions and
contradictions evoked by this process. The
authors do this by challenging current regimes
of truth about mathematics education; by
identifying how recent technological
developments challenge or suspend
contemporary conceptions of mathematics
education; by critiquing the ideological
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entanglement of mathematics, its education
and schooling with capitalism; by selfreflective analyses of researchers' impacts on
shaping what is and can be perceived as the
practice of mathematics education (research);
and by confronting main-stream mathematics
education with socio-political contexts that
are usually neglected. In this way,
"mathematical rationality" becomes
contextualized within contemporary society,
where it reproduces itself through
technologies, social practices, media and
other spheres of social life.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF
TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL
TIME The extraordinary, beloved novel about
the ability of books to feed the soul even in
the darkest of times. When Death has a story
to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany.
The country is holding its breath. Death has
never been busier, and will become busier
still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living
outside of Munich, who scratches out a
meager existence for herself by stealing when
she encounters something she can’t
resist–books. With the help of her accordionplaying foster father, she learns to read and
shares her stolen books with her neighbors
during bombing raids as well as with the
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Jewish man hidden in her basement. In
superbly crafted writing that burns with
intensity, award-winning author Markus
Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has
given us one of the most enduring stories of
our time. “The kind of book that can be lifechanging.” —The New York Times “Deserves a
place on the same shelf with The Diary of a
Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today
DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS
ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK
THIEF.
International literacy assessments have
provided ample data for ranking nations,
charting growth, and casting blame.
Summarizing the findings of these
assessments, which afford a useful vantage
from which to view world literacy as it
evolves, this book examines literate behavior
worldwide, in terms of both the ability of
populations from a wide variety of nations to
read and the practice of literate behavior in
those nations. Drawing on The World’s Most
Literate Nations, author Jack Miller’s
internationally released study, emerging
trends in world literacy and their relationships
to political, economic, and social factors are
explored. Literacy, and in particular the
practice of literate behaviors, is used as a lens
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through which to view countries’ economic
development, gender equality, resource
utilization, and ethnic discrimination. Above
all, this book is about trajectories. It begins
with historical contexts, described in terms of
support for literate cultures. Based on a
variety of data sources, these trends are
traced to the present and then projected
ahead. The literate futures of nations are
discussed and how these relate to their
economic and sociocultural development. This
book is unique in providing a broader
perspective on an intractable problem, a
vantage point that offers useful insights to
inform policy, and in bringing together an
array of relevant data sources not typically
associated with literacy status.
"This timely and innovative book encourages
us to ‘flip the classroom’ and empower our
students to become content creators. Through
creating digital media, they will not only
improve their communication skills, but also
gain a deeper understanding of core scientific
concepts. This book will inspire science
academics and science teacher educators to
design learning experiences that allow
students to take control of their own learning,
to generate media that will stimulate them to
engage with, learn about, and become
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effective communicators of science."
Professors Susan Jones and Brian F. Yates,
Australian Learning and Teaching Council
Discipline Scholars for Science "Represents a
giant leap forward in our understanding of
how digital media can enrich not only the
learning of science but also the professional
learning of science teachers." Professor Tom
Russell, Queen’s University, Ontario, Canada
"This excellent edited collection brings
together authors at the forefront of promoting
media creation in science by children and
young people. New media of all kinds are the
most culturally significant forms in the lives of
learners and the work in this book shows how
they can move between home and school and
provide new contexts for learning as well as
an understanding of key concepts." Dr John
Potter, London Knowledge Lab, Dept. of
Culture, Communication and Media, University
College London, UK Student-generated Digital
Media in Science Education supports
secondary school teachers, lecturers in
universities and teacher educators in
improving engagement and understanding in
science by helping students unleash their
enthusiasm for creating media within the
science classroom. Written by pioneers who
have been developing their ideas in students’
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media making over the last 10 years, it
provides a theoretical background, case
studies, and a wide range of assignments and
assessment tasks designed to address the
vital issue of disengagement amongst science
learners. It showcases opportunities for
learners to use the tools that they already
own to design, make and explain science
content with five digital media forms that
build upon each other— podcasts, digital
stories, slowmation, video and blended media.
Each chapter provides advice for
implementation and evidence of engagement
as learners use digital tools to learn science
content, develop communication skills, and
create science explanations. A student team’s
music video animation of the Krebs cycle, a
podcast on chemical reactions presented as
commentary on a boxing match, a wiki page
on an entry in the periodic table of elements,
and an animation on vitamin D deficiency
among hijab-wearing Muslim women are just
some of the imaginative assignments
demonstrated. Student-generated Digital
Media in Science Education illuminates
innovative ways to engage science learners
with science content using contemporary
digital technologies. It is a must-read text for
all educators keen to effectively convey the
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excitement and wonder of science in the 21st
century.
Challenging the Sociopolitical Dimensions of
Research
Growing Up With Tanzania
Black Mathematicians and the Paths to
Excellence
Current Directions in Local and Global
Contexts
Maximising the Impact of Teaching Assistants
in Primary Schools
Developing Creative and Critical Educational
Practitioners
This book documents and expands on the diverse
social and political dimensions of mathematics
education issues, concerns, perspectives, contexts,
and approaches presented in Topic Study Group 34
of the 13th International Congress on Mathematical
Education (ICME-13). The book also argues for and
promotes the mainstreaming of the sociopolitical
dimensions of mathematics education through an
ongoing critique and inquiry into content, policies,
practices and theories. Accordingly, the main theme
throughout the book is captured and illuminated by
bringing voices from the margin to the mainstream.
In this respect it is both aspirational and a reality, as
evidenced by the increasing references to the
sociopolitical dimensions in other areas of
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mathematics education—for example, in several of the
plenary presentations at the ICME-13. The authors
have reflected on their ideas with a view to orienting
and enhancing research in the sociopolitical
dimensions of mathematics education that is
grounded in current education systems within their
specific sociocultural contexts.
Since the nation-state sprang into being in 1965,
Singapore literature in English has blossomed
energetically, and yet there have been few books
focusing on contextualizing and analyzing Singapore
literature despite the increasing international
attention garnered by Singaporean writers. This
volume brings Anglophone Singapore literature to a
wider global audience for the first time, embedding it
more closely within literary developments worldwide.
Drawing upon postcolonial studies, Singapore
studies, and critical discussions in transnationalism
and globalization, essays unearth and introduce
neglected writers, cast new light on established
writers, and examine texts in relation to their specific
Singaporean local-historical contexts while also
engaging with contemporary issues in Singapore
society. Singaporean writers are producing work
informed by debates and trends in queer studies,
feminism, multiculturalism and social justice -- work
which urgently calls for scholarly engagement. This
groundbreaking collection of essays aims to set new
directions for further scholarship in this exciting and
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various body of writing from a place that, despite
being just a small ‘red dot’ on the global map, has
much to say to scholars and students worldwide
interested in issues of nationalism, diaspora,
cosmopolitanism, neoliberalism, immigration, urban
space, as well as literary form and content. This
book brings Singapore literature and literary criticism
into greater global legibility and charts pathways for
future developments.
Argentine Women and Technology: An Analysis of
Gendered Genre Evolution analyzes the link
between gender and technology to explain the
mechanisms underlying the association of specific
genders with literary genres. Kelly Suero argues that
as the democratic effect of the internet affords one
the potential to obtain a space of adequate
representation, Latin American women—in particular,
Argentine women—have come to use technology as a
medium through which to obtain a voice through the
genres of cyberliterature and cyberculture.
Increasing numbers of Argentine women are making
an impact on both the literary and virtual spheres as
they take technology to new, unexplored areas, such
as the flogger youth movement led by Agustina
Vivero, and the Abuelas de Plaza de Mayo’s
discovery of the ability of DNA mitochondrial analysis
to help find missing grandchildren from Argentina’s
last dictatorship. As technology continues to
influence a free Argentine society, Argentinian
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women will keep utilizing the medium to become
innovative voices in fields previously unavailable to
them. Scholars of Latin American studies, media
studies, gender and women’s studies, and cultural
studies will find this book particularly useful.
Most Americans had no idea what Common Core
was in 2013, according to polls. But it had been
creeping into schools nationwide over the previous
three years, and children were feeling its effects.
They cried over math homework so mystifying their
parents could not help them, even in elementary
school. They read motley assortments of
“informational text” instead of classic literature. They
dreaded the high-stakes tests, in unfamiliar formats,
that were increasingly controlling their classrooms.
How did this latest and most sweeping “reform” of
American education come in mostly under the radar?
Joy Pullmann started tugging on a thread of reports
from worried parents and frustrated teachers, and it
led to a big tangle of history and politics, intrigue and
arrogance. She unwound it to discover how a cabal
of private foundation honchos and unelected public
officials cooked up a set of rules for what American
children must learn in core K–12 classes, and how
the Obama administration pressured states to adopt
them. Thus a federalized education scheme took
root, despite legal prohibitions against federal
involvement in curriculum. Common Core and its
testing regime were touted as “an absolute gamePage 25/41
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changer in public education,” yet the evidence so far
suggests that kids are actually learning less under it.
Why, then, was such a costly and disruptive agenda
imposed on the nation’s schools? Who benefits?
And how can citizens regain local self-governance in
education, so their children’s minds will be fed a
more nourishing intellectual diet and be protected
from the experiments of emboldened bureaucrats?
The Education Invasion offers answers and
remedies.
Bridging Complexity and Post-Structuralism
Wireless Sensor and Actuator Networks for Smart
Cities
Reframing Reform to Focus on the Right Problems
Technology and Gendered Genre Evolution in Latin
America
Handbook of Research on Media Literacy Research
and Applications Across Disciplines
Beyond Banneker
A creative approach for the early years

In Growing up with Tanzania. Karim Hirji, a renowned
Professor of Medical Statistics and Fellow of the
Tanzania Academy of Science, presents a multi-faceted,
evocative portrait of his joyous but conflicted passage to
adulthood during colonial and early-Uhuru Tanzania. His
smooth style engages the reader with absorbing true
tales, cultural currents, critical commentary and
progressive possibilities. By vibrantly contrasting the
hope-filled sixties with the cynical modern era, he also
lays bare the paradoxes of personal life and society,
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past and present.
Science, technology, engineering and mathematics
(STEM) professionals generate a stream of scientific
discoveries and technological innovations that fuel job
creation and national economic growth. Ensuring a
robust supply of these professionals is critical for
sustaining growth and creating jobs growth at a time of
intense global competition. Undergraduate STEM
education prepares the STEM professionals of today
and those of tomorrow, while also helping all students
develop knowledge and skills they can draw on in a
variety of occupations and as individual citizens.
However, many capable students intending to major in
STEM later switch to another field or drop out of higher
education altogether, partly because of documented
weaknesses in STEM teaching, learning and student
supports. Improving undergraduate STEM education to
address these weaknesses is a national imperative.
Many initiatives are now underway to improve the quality
of undergraduate STEM teaching and learning. Some
focus on the national level, others involve multiinstitution collaborations, and others take place on
individual campuses. At present, however, policymakers
and the public do not know whether these various
initiatives are accomplishing their goals and leading to
nationwide improvement in undergraduate STEM
education. Indicators for Monitoring Undergraduate
STEM Education outlines a framework and a set of
indicators that document the status and quality of
undergraduate STEM education at the national level over
multiple years. It also indicates areas where additional
research is needed in order to develop appropriate
measures. This publication will be valuable to
government agencies that make investments in higher
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education, institutions of higher education, private
funders of higher education programs, and industry
stakeholders. It will also be of interest to researchers
who study higher education.
Original essays offering fresh ideas and global
perspectives on contemporary feminist art The term
‘feminist art’ is often misused when viewed as a
codification within the discipline of Art History—a
codification that includes restrictive definitions of
geography, chronology, style, materials, influence, and
other definitions inherent to Art Historical and
museological classifications. Employing a different
approach, A Companion to Feminist Art defines ‘art’ as a
dynamic set of material and theoretical practices in the
realm of culture, and ‘feminism’ as an equally dynamic
set of activist and theoretical practices in the realm of
politics. Feminist art, therefore, is not a simple
classification of a type of art, but rather the space where
feminist politics and the domain of art-making intersect.
The Companion provides readers with an overview of
the developments, concepts, trends, influences, and
activities within the space of contemporary feminist
art—in different locations, ways of making, and ways of
thinking. Newly-commissioned essays focus on the
recent history of and current discussions within feminist
art. Diverse in scope and style, these contributions
range from essays on the questions and challenges of
large sectors of artists, such as configurations of
feminism and gender in post-Cold War Europe, to more
focused conversations with women artists on Afropean
decoloniality. Ranging from discussions of essentialism
and feminist aesthetics to examinations of political
activism and curatorial practice, the Companion informs
and questions readers, introduces new concepts and
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fresh perspectives, and illustrates just how much more
there is to discover within the realm of feminist art.
Addresses the intersection between feminist thinking
and major theories that have influenced art theory
Incorporates diverse voices from around the world to
offer viewpoints on global feminisms from scholars who
live and work in the regions about which they write
Examines how feminist art intersects with
considerations of collectivity, war, maternal
relationships, desire, men, and relational aesthetics
Explores the myriad ways in which the experience of
inhabiting and perceiving aged, raced, and gendered
bodies relates to feminist politics in the art world
Discusses a range practices in feminism such as
activism, language, education, and different ways of
making art The intersection of feminist art-making and
feminist politics are not merely components of a unified
whole, they sometimes diverge and divide. A Companion
to Feminist Art is an indispensable resource for artists,
critics, scholars, curators, and anyone seeking greater
strength on the subject through informed critique and
debate.
The synthetic phonics approach is used in all primary
schools in England. If you are a trainee or beginning
primary school teacher, you need to demonstrate a
confidence in the teaching of phonics to meet the
Teachers' Standards and gain QTS. This is a practical,
up-to-date guide to teaching children to read using
synthetic phonics. It helps you to understand the theory
behind phonics and how children's learning of reading
can develop. It gives you practical teaching strategies
and outlines how you can assess and diagnose reading
problems. This second edition has been updated to
include new chapters on the new Phonics Check in year
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1 and overviews of popular phonics schemes used in
England and Scotland.
Our Social World
Sociopolitical Dimensions of Mathematics Education
The Power and Poetry of Mathematics
Five Equations That Changed the World
Wicked Valuations
Research and Development in University Mathematics
Education
Mathematics and Multi-Ethnic Students

This book examines the much-debated
question of how to unleash the
potential of young people with
promising intellectual abilities and
motivation. It looks at the
increasingly important topic of
excellence in education, and the shift
in focus towards the provision of
programs to support talented students
in higher education. It provides a
systematic overview of programs for
talented students at northern European
higher education institutions (HEIs).
Starting in the Netherlands, where
nearly all HEIs have developed honors
programs over the past two decades, the
book explores three clusters of
countries: the Benelux, the Nordic and
the German-speaking countries. For each
of these countries, it discusses the
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local culture towards excellence, the
structure of the education system, and
the presence of honors programs. In
total, the book reviews the special
talent provisions for nearly four
million students at 303 higher
education institutions in eleven
countries. In addition, it offers an
analysis of the reasons to develop such
programs, a look into the future of
honors education and a practical list
of suggestions for further research.
The Sirius Program assigned Marca
Wolfensberger to carry out this
research.
An in-depth look at the lives,
experiences, and professional careers
of Black mathematicians in the United
States. Erica N. Walker presents a
compelling story of Black mathematical
excellence in the United States. Much
of the research and discussion about
Blacks and mathematics focuses on
underachievement; by documenting in
detail the experiences of Black
mathematicians, this book broadens
significantly the knowledge base about
mathematically successful African
Americans. Beyond Banneker demonstrates
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how mathematics success is fostered
among Blacks by mathematicians,
mathematics educators, teachers,
parents, and others, a story that has
been largely overlooked by the
profession and research community.
Based on archival research and in-depth
interviews with thirty mathematicians,
this important and timely book vividly
captures important narratives about
mathematics teaching and learning in
multiple contexts, as well as the
unique historical and contemporary
settings related to race, opportunity,
and excellence that Black
mathematicians experience. Walker draws
upon these narratives to suggest ways
to capitalize on the power and
potential of underserved communities to
respond to the national imperative for
developing math success for new
generations of young people.
In the last thirty years or so, the
need to address the challenges of
teaching and learning mathematics at
university level has become
increasingly appreciated by university
mathematics teachers, and beyond, by
educational institutions around the
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world. Indeed, mathematics is both a
condition and an obstacle to success
for students in many educational
programmes vital to the 21st century
knowledge society, for example in pure
and applied mathematics, engineering,
natural sciences, technology,
economics, finance, management and so
on. This breadth of impact of
mathematics implies the urgency of
developing research in university
mathematics education, and of sharing
results of this research widely. This
book provides a bespoke opportunity for
an international audience of
researchers in didactics of
mathematics, mathematicians and any
teacher or researcher with an interest
in this area to be informed about stateof-the-art developments and to heed
future research agendas. This book
emerged from the activities of the
research project INDRUM (acronym for
International Network for Didactic
Research in University Mathematics),
which aims to contribute to the
development of research in didactics of
mathematics at all levels of tertiary
education, with a particular concern
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for the development of early-career
researchers in the field and for
dialogue with university
mathematicians. The aim of the book is
to provide a deep synthesis of the
research field as it appears through
two INDRUM conferences organised in
2016 and 2018. It is an original
contribution which highlights key
research perspectives, addresses
seminal theoretical and methodological
issues and reports substantial results
concerning the teaching and learning of
mathematics at university level,
including the teaching and learning of
specific topics in advanced mathematics
across a wide range of university
programmes.
A Publishers Weekly best book of 1995!
Dr. Michael Guillen, known to millions
as the science editor of ABC's Good
Morning America, tells the fascinating
stories behind five mathematical
equations. As a regular contributor to
daytime's most popular morning news
show and an instructor at Harvard
University, Dr. Michael Guillen has
earned the respect of millions as a
clear and entertaining guide to the
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exhilarating world of science and
mathematics. Now Dr. Guillen unravels
the equations that have led to the
inventions and events that characterize
the modern world, one of which -Albert Einstein's famous energy
equation, E=mc2 -- enabled the creation
of the nuclear bomb. Also revealed are
the mathematical foundations for the
moon landing, airplane travel, the
electric generator -- and even life
itself. Praised by Publishers Weekly as
"a wholly accessible, beautifully
written exploration of the potent
mathematical imagination," and named a
Best Nonfiction Book of 1995, the
stories behind The Five Equations That
Changed the World, as told by Dr.
Guillen, are not only chronicles of
science, but also gripping dramas of
jealousy, fame, war, and discovery.
A Practical Guide for School Leaders
A Companion to Feminist Art
The Wiley Handbook of Learning
Technology
Teaching Synthetic Phonics
Engagement, Excellence, and Equity for
All Learners
Singapore Literature and Culture
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Numeracy and Learning Difficulties 2nd
ed.
How do we ensure that all students are engaged each day in
meaningful, challenging, and joyful work and have equal
opportunity to learn? That is the central question Regie Routman
addresses in Literacy Essentials Engagement, Excellence, and
Equity for All Learners. Her response is that such an outcome is
only possible within a culture of empowerment in which all
students and teachers feel encouraged and supported to let their
voices be heard, explore their passions and interests, develop
deep knowledge, and become their fullest and truest selves. Based
on her ongoing teaching, leading, and coaching in diverse
schools and districts, Regie offers K-12 teachers and leaders
practical, easy-to-implement tools to help students develop as selfdetermining readers, writers, and learners including: - Take
Action sections with specific suggestions for authentically
teaching, assessing, and learning - Extensive research that is
easily accessible and actionable - Personal stories that connect to
literacy teaching and learning - Rich online resources including a
comprehensive lesson plan, an easy-to-use study guide,
downloadable Appendices, and more. Literacy Essentials shows
what's possible when teachers and schools raise expectations for
all students and create an intellectual culture based on trust,
collaborative expertise, and celebration of learners' strengths.
E-book: Contemporary Management
Teaching Synthetic PhonicsLearning Matters
This volume is the first major production of the globalisation
research strand of the Centre for Educational Research at
Western Sydney University. This book makes a significant
contribution to the theory of and research in globalisation and
education, and tackles the topics of superdiversity and
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supercomplexity. The book’s thesis is that the effects of
globalisation on education can only be understood if the specific
yet complex conditions of globalisation in education are
investigated. The book takes an international approach to
understanding globalisation and does not restrict itself to just one
methodological or theoretical plane of investigation. Education is
one of these frontline domains in which the effects of
superdiversity cannot be dismissed, minimized or denied. The
continuously increasing complexity of learning environments is
raising critical issues at every level, from description over
analysis to theoretical generalization, and this book is a first and
fruitful attempt at charting these waters. This pioneering book
will remain a key text for many years to come. Jan Bloomaert
Professor of Language, Culture and Globalization and Director
of the Babylon Center Tilburg University, the Netherlands. This
provocative collection works from two premises: that today there
is superdiversity in our globalised world and related is a
supercomplexity of theoretical and methodological approaches.
The collection proffers multifarious challenges for educational
theory, research and practice in working with, through and
across these two premises. As such, Super Dimensions in
Globalisation and Education is essential reading for all
educational researchers, whatever their interests or location.
Professor Bob Lingard The University of Queensland, Australia.
This is a highly imaginative book that stops ‘flat earth’ and
convergence arguments dead in their tracks. Its genius is to bring
super-complexity and super-diversity into a conversation with
each other and with education, and in doing so shed light on the
numerous and unexpected ways in which global processes are
shaping education in revealing and compelling ways. Any
scholar concerned with globalisation and education will find
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Super Dimensions in Globalisation and Education a’ must have’
on their reading list. Professor Susan Robertson Director of the
Centre for Globalisation, Education and Social Futures
University of Bristol, UK. This is an absorbing and compelling
collection. It takes readers on a kaleidoscopic journey through
various intricate expressions of the nexus between globalisation
and education. And it offers multiple ways that such expressions
can be thought and rethought. In transcending conventional
categorisations it invites educators to do so too. Professor Jane
Kenway, Australian Professorial Fellow – Australian Research
Council, Education Faculty, Monash University, Australia.
From the Margin to Mainstream
Learning, explaining and communicating content
The Education Invasion
Student-generated Digital Media in Science Education
Memories, Musings and Maths
Exemplary Practices
Honors programs in the Benelux, Nordic and German-speaking
countries
How do you make mathematics relevant and
exciting to young children? How can
mathematics and literacy be combined in a
meaningful way? How can stories inspire the
teaching and learning of mathematics? This
book explores the exciting ways in which
story can be used as a flexible resource to
facilitate children’s mathematical thinking.
It looks at the potential relationship
between story and mathematics and practically
demonstrates how they can be combined to help
children connect, understand and express
mathematical ideas using story language.
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Written for all early years practitioners and
students, the book offers a playful
pedagogical approach to facilitating
children’s mathematical thinking which brings
a creative satisfaction and confidence to
teaching mathematics. Encouraging a creative
approach to teaching mathematics that draws
on picture books and oral mathematical
stories, the book shows you how to: Move from
reading to telling stories with mathematical
themes Encourage children to pose and solve
problems by playing with the plot of stories
Enable children to translate abstract
mathematical ideas to concrete
representations with supporting story props
and puppets Create original oral mathematical
stories alongside children Capture children’s
mathematical thinking in an observational
framework, supported with audio or video
recordings which can be shared with parents
and colleagues There are free audio
recordings of children and adults telling
oral mathematical stories, which feature in
the book. These can be downloaded from:
www.routledge.com/9780415688154 This book
draws on practical work with children,
educators, parents, professional
storytellers, and trainee practitioners, who
bring theoretical ideas to life and offer
insight into their mathematical story
experiences. It is a ‘must have’ for all
those who want to make mathematics relevant,
accessible and imaginative for young
children.
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This book is a printed edition of the Special
Issue "Wireless Sensor and Actuator Networks
for Smart Cities" that was published in JSAN
Mathematics and Multi-Ethnic Students
provides detailed profiles of teachers across
the nation who have implemented effective
mathematics instruction for diverse student
populations. In this revised edition, Yvelyne
Germain-McCarthy expands upon the popular
case studies and adds two new chapters to
highlight the latest educational research and
practices that are reflected in the case
studies. A third new chapter introduces the
concept of the Life-Long Learning Laboratory
where courageous questions on issues such as
the impact of race on student learning are
discussed. Featuring useful framing tools
including the Discussion with Colleagues and
Commentary sections, Mathematics and MultiEthnic Students translates concrete instances
of access and equity into generalized problemsolving methods for promoting ethnic
diversity across grade levels. An important
resource for pre-service and in-service
educators, researchers, administrators, and
policy makers, this volume highlights the
work of teachers who have gone beyond mere
awareness of reform recommendations in
mathematics instruction. By uniting the goals
of multicultural education with those of the
mathematics curriculum, educators will learn
to conceptualize and implement best practices
for effective, equitable teaching and
learning of mathematics for their students.
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Inspire your students to develop their
sociological imaginations in Our Social
World. Focused on deep learning rather than
memorization, this book encourages readers to
analyze, evaluate, and apply information
about the social world; to see the connection
between the world and personal events from a
new perspective; and to confront sociological
issues on a day-to-day basis. Organized
around the "Social World Model”, a conceptual
framework used across chapters to see the
complex links between various micro- to macrolevels of the social system, students will
develop the practice of using three levels of
analysis, and to view sociology as an
integrated whole, rather than a set of
discrete subjects.
World Literacy
Between Culture and Mathematics
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